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VOLUME L

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3. 1987

WAYNE SQUAD
PLACES FIRST
IN STATE TILT

Tomorrow to
Lucille Buter .nd Ernest Tfr-

Women debaters from Hope College made forty-eight speeches and
won six d e b a t e s out of twelve
starts in the fifth annual tournament of the Women's Debate Division of the M. I. S. L. which took
place at Michigan State College in
East Lansing on February 20.
The best record of the tournament was made by Wayne whose
representatives won 10 out of the
12 in which they entered.
Ernest Tirrell, representative of
During t h e tournament eleven the college in the men's division of
schools were represented in sixtythe debates in Detroit on Friday.
nine debates and a total of more
than five hundred and fifty speech- His subject is, "Liberty or Law?"
es were made in the three rounds
of debates. Nine members of the
Hope squad and Professors De
Graaf and Shackson attended the
meet. The tenth member of the
Hope squad, Esther Hinkamp, was
kept from the tournament by the
Other Organizations to Help;
death of her grandmother.
Memorial to Be Dedicated in
Center of operations for the
June, Hung in Chapel for
tournament was the lobby on the
Time
Being
second floor of Union Building at
Michigan State College. At noon
A memorial to the late Dr. J. B.
a luncheon was served to all of the
Nykerk
will be dedicated next June
debaters, coaches, and judges in
and placed in Hope Memorial
the Union dining room.
The three rounds of debates were Chapel. The arrangements for the
held on the topic: Resolved: that memorial are being made through
Congress should be empowered to the Blue Key in conjunction with
fix minimum wages and maximum the o t h e r organizations of the
school. Ekdal Buys is chairman, of
hours for industry.
The first round of debates the Blue Key committee, in charge
brought Hope two victories and of the establishment of the memotwo defeats. Ruth Koskamp and rial.
The memorial will consist of a
Margaret Lemke were successful
in presenting an affirmative case bronze plaque, approximately thirwhich withstood t h e attacks of ty inches by twenty inches, conthe Michigan State Normal nega- taining a bust of Dr. Nykerk in
tive representatives. N e g a t i v e s high relief and a quotation from
Lydia De Vries and Eunice Sluyter Tenhysfinl TTri Uemoriam.*
defeated the affirmative team from
The plaque will remain in MemoWestern State. Negatives Jeanette rial Chapel until some later date.
Douma and Alma Nyland and af- The donors of the plaque hope that
firmatives Theodora Meulendyke soon it will be placed in Hope's
and Isla Meppelink lost to oppo- new literary building, planned for
nents from the University of De- construction in the near future.
troit and Wayne University.
For half a century Dr. Nykerk
In round two Hope won three was a familiar figure on the camand lost one debate. Douma and pus of Hope College. During that
Nyland defeated Hillsdale affirma- half century he was known to evtives, Koskamp a n d Lemke won ery graduate of the college. He
over Detroit negatives, and Meu- was called the "grand old man of
lendyke and Meppelink won over Hope College" and was recognized
Western State negatives. Eunice as the source of much of the culSluyter and Virginia Ellison lost to ture that has developed in the
Western State affirmatives.
Dutch settlements in Michigan.
In the third round of debates
Casting of the figure is being
the only victory won for Hope was handled by the Forbes Stamp comgained by Jeanette D o u m a and pany, Grand Rapids.
Alma Nyland in a debate with AlVoluntary contributions to debion affirmatives. Koskamp and fray the cost of casting the bronze
Lemke lost to Western State nega- bust are being received from sotives, Ellison and Sluyter lost to rorities, fraternities. Pi Kappa Delvarious alumni.
Michigan State affirmatives, and- ta,A and
n out8ide
«
u
j
w
j
u
i
speaker is being inM
Meppelink and Meulendyke lost to
^ ^ ^
^
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BLUE KEY PLANS
BRONZE PLAQUE
TO HONOR DEAN

tion exercises in June.

Feature Writer Prepares Book List
as Gifts for Certain Hope Individuals
Recently Dorothy Thompson in
one of her articles gave books to
our well known politicians, and
other persons much in the public
eye, as an imaginary Valentine
g i f t Here, with all due apologies to
Dorothy Thompson, is our imaginary gift list of books to Hope College activities and students:
To life in general at Hope, Divine
Comedy.
To Ralph De Roo, Sound and
Fury.
To Lew Northouse, For Ever Frie.
To exam week. The Tempest
To Lucille Ter Mailt, For from the
Maddening Crowd,
To BUI Poppink, The Valiant,
To Beatrice Boot and Dick Smith,
To Have and to Hold,
To the Cooperative, Hunger Fighters,
To Eugene Flipae, Forgive Ue Our
Treepaetee,
To Calvin Vander Werf, Seven Pillars of Wisdom,
To Dean Uchty, Brimming Cup,
To Betty Van Putten, Taming of

the Shrew,
To Sarah D y k s t r a ,

To the Sororities, The Women.
To Dr. Dimnent, Magnificent Obsession.
To James Barr, Innocents Abroad.
To Dean Dykstra, Free Air,
To class hours. Time Out of Mind.
To Mayo Hadden, Love's Labor
Lost.
To Prof. Winter, Daddy Longlegs.
To John Wyngarden, The Modem
Comedy.
To our potential Ginger Rogers and
Fred Astaires, It Can't Happen
Here,
To commencement. Lost Horizon,
To Esther Vanden Belt, Maid in
Waiting,
To Henry Bos, It Is Never Too
Late to Mend,
To the Hope College Band, 0 Pioneers,
To Norma Claus, Put Yourself in
His Place:
After initiation. Up from Slavery.
To Harold Van Domelen, Man the

CLUB TO RENDER Hope Celebrates
Hardwood Victory
RELIGIOUS AND
With Day of Fun
SECULAR SONGS
Hope's victory over Kalamazoo,
and the winning of the M.LA.A.
basket' ball crown wenr celebrated
last Tuesday night and Wednesday by a victory-flushed student
body. According to previous arrangement there were no classes
held during the day.
Wednesday morning was marked
by a mass meeting of faculty and
students in Carnegie gymnasium.
By nine o'clock the floor of the
building was filled to capacity with
enthusiastic students eager to laud
their championship team and its
coach. Cheer-leader Earl Faber first
led the group in a few yells in order to release some of the excess
spirit before Cal Vander Werf,
president of the Student Council,
took over the meeting.
The first speaker to be introduced was President Wynand Wichers
who expressed his happiness at the
championship, and his approval of
the orderly way in which the victory celebration was being carried
on. Speaking for the Holland citizenry, Mr. John Rimersma, principal of Holland High School, then
made a few remarks and related
several anecdotes about Coach
Ye staff thought It would be in- "Bud" Hinga. Mr. Hinga himself
teresting to find out for you what spoke next, followed by Bill Popthe grave Seniors are going to do pink, leader of the successful team,
next year. Not every one is quite who had been greatly praised for
decided. Nearly all of the educa- his superb backet ball generalship.
With a few more yells the meettion students are planning to teach,
providing, of course, they get a ing broke up, and a stampede enjob.
sued to the Holland Theatre, where,
in
accordance with Glory Day tradiLois De Vries will teach.
tion
the students were admitted for
Jack Karreman is going to comten
cents.
In the afternoon the stuplete work for her A3, in Ann
Arbor next year, and will begin dents devoted themselves to their
own varied interests, no definite
work for her Master's.
Arthur McKilvra is going to en- plans having been made.
o
ter Medical School
Dick Smith is going to Prince- Six Freshmen Eligible
ton.
to Try for BiUe Prize
uth Heinricks will enter trainin a S t Louis hospital.
The six students eligible for the
Willard V e l t m a n w i l l be at Freshman Bible Essay Contest
Western Seminary.
were announced by Professor HinJohn Karbadon will enter the kamp last Thursday. The essays
law school at the University of of Donald Cordes, Henry Faber,
Michigan.
Catherine Markley, R a t h StegeAllen Cook is going to do post- man, Virginia Ver Strata and Joyce
work some place, but has Van Oss have been selected for

Seniors Announce
Future Ambitions

J

Wichers is going into

Unknown.

To Wilma De Young, Great LaughMer'
Th*
The Old
oaity

more

«
,
7
o™
that she is
ners of Jast May, leave for Detroit d e a l i
^
an j
tomorrow afternoon to compete in
She goes to the state contest filled
the state meet on the following
with the conviction that she is takday. They will be accompanied by
ing a message to her audience.
their coaches. Miss Metta Ross ayid
Ernest Tirrell won the Raven
Dr. Rolland Shackson.
contest with a peace oration but
Dr. Shackson announced there
has changed now to an oration
would be no elimination contests
which he has entitled "Liberty or
at Detroit. At two-thirty on Friday
Law?" In explaining the change
afternoon the women's contest will
Ernie showed one of his great mertake place in the Universalist
its as a speaker, his avoidance of
Church. At seven-thirty in the evepompous language. He said, "Doc
ning the men will compete for honShackson didnt think the other one
ors in the same church, located just
was so hot and I didn't like it so
one block from Wayne University's
well myself so I'm using a differcampus
ent subject."
"Live and Let Live" is the title
In explaining the subject with
of Miss Butler's oratorical attack
which his new oration deals Ernie
on the conditions which cause
showed that the new topic is really
America's large number of traffic
a "hot" one. His new discussion is
injuries and deaths. "The sub-title
one in which he brings in mention
might well be 'Worse Than WarV*
of the recent flood disaster, the
said Miss Buter, "for I try to show
strike situation, the Supreme Court
that automobile accidents, during a
issue, and several other major
period equal in length to the sik
American problems, all to show
majort wars in which America has
that America is faced with a dilemengaged, have killed more people
ma—"Liberty or Law?" If Amerthan were lost from the American
ica is to have absolute enforceside during all of those six wars."
ment of law, human rights must be
Four traffic hazards pointed out
submerged for the sake of the state
in Miss Buter's graphic discussion
or a revolution will overthrow all
are the reckless driver, the caregovernment. Those are the contenless driver, thoughtless youth, and
tions set up by orator Ernie. In
the person who imagines himself to
his oration he offers his solution
be a second Sir Malcolm Campto the dilemma—a midway course.
bell.
The student body of Hope will
In her oration last May Miss Buthave a chance to hear their repreer spoke on the topic that she is
sentatives for Friday's contest in
using again in the state contest.
chapel this morning and tomorrow,
During the summer, however, she
Thursday, morning.
was the witness of a fatal autoo

Twenty-two m e m b e r s of the
Women's Glee Club, accompanied
by Mra..Eenton, dir««tor, and
bara Lampen, pianist, will leave
Holland on March 29 for Detroit,
Cleveland and all points east, it
was recently announced. Previous
to their trip they will present concerts in Kalamazoo on March 6,
and in Grand Rapids March 11.
The Glee Club has in its repertory both secular and religious
songs which it will present in various Reformed churches. A few of
the cities in which it will appear
are: Utica, Clymer, Syracuse, Rochester, East Williamson, and
Brooklyn, New York, and Patterson, New Jersey.
This year the trip will be accomplished in much the same manner
as the trip west last year. The girls
will ride in a specially chartered
bus, and will stop in the homes of
members of the churches at which
they sing. They are expected to
return by April 11.
o
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Women Debaters Engage
in Strenuous Tourney;
Hope Wins Six Out of
Twelve Starts

Albion University negatives.

ers Will Leave
pete in State Meet

Scholarship Rules Assume
More S t r i c t Form as
Higher A v e r a g e in
Study Is Necessary

Lucille Buter, Hope's woman orator, who will leave tomorrow for
Detroit to deliver her address, "Live
and Let Live." Her oration is an attack on America's traffic toll

WOMEN'S LEAGUE
POSTPONES DATE
FOR BOX SOCIAL
Propose New Combination of
Box Social, Skating Party
at Date to Bel Announced
Later
The "Box Social," all-college
party planned by the Women's
League for Saturday evening, has
been indefinitely postponed. The
ladies of the Hope campus still
plan to furnish an evening's entertainment to the students of the college. The date and nature of the
party will be announced as soon as
the committee in charge is able to
complete arrangements for an
evening of fun and frolic for all
of Hope's "sophisticated" student
body.
—When the party is' held U "will
probably, according to entertainment chairman Dorothy Vanden
Bout, take the form of a combined
box social and skating party. The
date will be set on some Friday
evening in the near future.
The cause of the postponement
of the party scheduled for Saturday evening was not a case of
"cold feet" on the part of the committee. A box social would necessarily cause the place in which it
was held to become a bit disheveled. Since the party was scheduled for Saturday night in Carnegie Gymnasium, the same place
must be used for gym classes on
Monday, and it is not possible to
get the gym cleaned between Saturday evening and Monday afternoon. Because of these reasons the
girls were asked to postpone their
party until a later date.
The publicity committee for the
party still maintains its slogan,,
"Old-fashioned entertainment for
sophisticated students." The publicity committee consists of Renetta Shackon, Jean Hoekje, and Bill
De Jong.

Juniors who apply for practiceteaching positions next y^ar Wfll
not be accepted unless they have
maintained a . C average during
their first three years. • This and
other examples of stricter scholastic requirements soon to go into
effect at Hope are revealed by the
1987 College Bulletin, which is just
off the press.
Division of the four-year course
of work into two two-year courses
is another innovation. After 62
hours of work in which a C average is maintained, a student in the
Junior college may apply for admission to Senior college work.
Purpose of the work in the Senior division is "concentration in
chosen departments. It shall consist
of not less than B4 semester hours
with a ' C or better average. By
concentration is to be understood a
major of not less than 25 semester
hours and two minors of not less
than 16 semester hours each in
three distinct departments. ..
"Education shall not be chosen
as a field of concentration. The
courses selected for a major and
minor shall be approved by the
head of the department"
• Twelve semester hours of Rhetoric and Literature will be required in the future instead of six.
Two hours credit in each semester will be given to seniors of outstanding ability under a system of
honors courses. Such seniors will
do individual work in conference
with the head of the department selected. Application for honors
courses work must be made at. least
twor weeks before the Opening of
the semester.
Dr. Wichers stated that there is
no truth behind the rumor among
education students of the college
to the effect that acceptance of
practice teachers next year will
be on the basis of the entrance examinations which the applicants
took before they were in college.
o

Celebrating Students - Disappoint Christians
Many other townspeople, besides
Hope students, were surprised at
the quiet and restraint displayed
Wednesday during the Glory Day
celebration. A large welcoming sign
lettered
"CONGRATULATIONS
HOPE!" is reported to have 'been
put up over the entrance to Holland Christian High school, evidently as an invitation to the victorious students to share.their joy
with the high school pupils in the
traditional manner.
Two years ago, when students
held two Glory Days in one term,
Christian High and numerous other Holland institutions were visited
for both the football and oratory
celebrations.

Gasoline Consumption Would Drop Fifty
Per Cent — If WeKnew GirVs Thoughts?
Taking it upon himself to pry
into the private opinions of others,
your reporter, as every reporter is
wont to do, thrust the following
question upon several willing subscribers and received the following
replies.
First the question — "What do
you t h i n k of H o p e ' s co-eds?
(meaning the feminine half).
Del Te Paske: "We have a lot
of opinions but we dont dare to
express t h e m in p r i n t " Chuck
Bertsch: "The Anchor doesnt print
profanity—no a n s w e r . " Lenore
Vandermade (from Paterson, N.
J.) "Some Hope girls are rather

"mm
ing. If the

Kit Van R a a l t e : "Not modi."
Mayo Hadden: " H e y run in different stages. But those preferred
are inhabitants of the incubator.
Some H e n Partyl"
"Most of them are too good for
Hope." Droopy De Roo: "I ^ o n t
know what to think. After four
years I'm still in a quandary." Bill
ara two clasaaa:
here and

C O L L EG

Book Review

lana. Michigan
aucm*—. a t Second Class Matter.
«t th* Post Offleo at Holland,
^ provided for In S*tion 1108 of Act of Congrew.

^ m i D S t L 5 i L < ( > 5 o £ ? 19.
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Only Yesterday

1 9 1 8 . U P M I S B N T C P r o w NATIOHAU AOVBRTISIN* BT

LE
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Lift no timh, let no leaf fall
Upon his Joseph's coat,
Red, green, blue, and threads
of gold
e wears around his throat.

The S t u d e n t P r i n t s
By Jean Hoekif and Dorothy Lincoln

—Frederick LewisAllen.
Although published in 1931, this
Well, to start our column off tion. We overheard this conversawok, a recent acquisition of the
right
is week we dedicate a nice tion the other day: Les McBride—
ibrary, is still a noteworthy one.
0 gentle pines! Shelter him big bunch of slightly decomposed "What town did you say you were
Only Yesterday is not only a very
parsnips to the person t h a t kept from, Smith?" Dick Smith—"DelFrom
chill,
and
rain,
and
sun;
readable book, it is a brilliant epic
hammering backstage during the mar." Les-—"One of those jerkKeep him for me, as he is,
prose of those flaming, hectic
freshman oration and the sopho- water towns where everybody comes
Until I come a j f a i n .
'twenties' 1 all of us lived through,
more
musical number last Wednes- down to meet the train?" Smith—
Anonymous:
but of which we were perhaps too
day
n
i
g h t A f t e r all, they probably "Whst train?"
o
STUDENT ADMINISTRATION
small to realize the significance.
SHE SINGS WITH A SWTOG
got knocked enough as it was!
Dorothy Vanden Bout's definiANDREW LAMPEN
wnrrftR-IW-CHlEP
YHth
all
the
contests
that
have
All
the
names
and
phrases
that
tion
of Glory Day; Two days of
4782. Holland. Mich.
If you say the word "sing" and been occurring around here lately anticipation—one day of dissipaare
only
abstract
to
our
generation
ASSOCIATE
EDITOR
CHARLES BERTSCH
are brought vividly t o life before then think of "swing," why the —the M.I.A.A. championship, the tion—and two more days of recuDEPARTMENTAL EDITORS
name Ruth Allen is the very next Freshman-Sophomore girls' fracas, j peration.
Sporte, ROBERT WISHMEIER. Editor; Society. MARY J A N E VAUPELL. Editor us; The famous Scopes trial at
Dayton, Tennessee, the F l o r i d a thing t h a t comes to your mind, f p r and the ( ^ A c q u a i n t e d c o n t e s t - i t j N o t o n , y ^
MARGARET ALLEN. Asst.; Editorial. CALVIN VANDER WERF.
B m poppillk h a v e
Ruth
is
the
reigning
queen
jpf
Hsadllnss, WILLARD VELTMAN; Features, JACQUELINE KARREMAN
won't
be
gurpnsmg
if
there
t
u
r
n
land boom, suffrage, Freud, Teapot
t h e di8tinction of ^
high
SPECIAL REPORTERS
swing
music
on
Hope
campus.
op a few cases of "frayed" nerves! ] f o r H o p e , g b 8 s k e t b a I I ^
Dome; these phrases t h a t have so
but we
This prominent senior has dwrk
Dorothy Parker, Randal Claver, Marguerite Bergen, Patsy Vsr _Hulst, LoU Voorhorst little meaning now, were vital then.
PICK-UPS: Chaperone your cig- h e a r t h a t h e ^
won the prile for
Esther Hinkamp, Russei Van Tatenhore, William Poppink, Richard Koder, Thoooorm
Meulendyke. Dick Scofteld. Donald Poppsn, Sylvia Huxtable, Margie Moody, Donald
Floyd Collins, an inane and mel- hair, d a r k eyes and a charming arettes—they shouldn't go out the best tall story told a t the
Shaw. Dorothy Vanden Bout, Norma Claus. Geneviere Nafe, Cleo Olln, Del Te Paske,
ancholy ballad on a Victor record personality. She is interested in al+ne. (Warning on a National Frater Stag the other n i g h t Two
Oliver Lampen, Ethel Vander ZaUnT
(if any copies are extinct) was a extra curricular activities f o r s^e Forest highway).
BUSINESS STAFF
years ago he won a similar prize,
Vice-President of the Sorosis
PETER VELTMAN
Business Manager
A gentleman never strokes—par- but t h a t wasn't f o r a tall story!
.Asst. Business Manager tragic personality then t h a t shook
CLIFFORD MARCUS
society and a member of the Girls'
the country from coast to coast.
don us—never strikes a lady." Yet
We know of another Bill who
FACULTY ADMINISTRATION
llee Club. She also was chairman
Mr.
Allen's
book
is
very
definitely
many women think t h a t the only moulds Clay the way she wants to,
.Faculty Adviser
METTA J . ROSSof the committee of girls who way to prove they are ladies is to
Adviser a study of the American scene, a
CLARENCE DE GRAFF.
has a Haack to take her around,
sociological study of our times, of made the November meeting of the slap his face!
and in between times just Droop's.
IQ36
Member
1937
the forces t h a t brought about pres- Etiquette Club such an outstandAnd then there was the man t h a t
R e v i s e your vocabulary with
ent conditions. It is unbiased. We ing meeting.
only had dough enough to send his these:
Associated Golleaate Press
Her rythmic voice makes any
get the impression that Mr. Allen
son to school for two years, but 1 Flair—aviator.
song
a hit, but the students like
HOPE ANCHOR PLATFORM
was a well-mannered and nonchalet him go anyway. He figured t h a t
Kelvinator—a disciple of Calvin.
1. ' Make Hope'to band the best in the M. L A. A.
ant spectator of the whole epoch ler best when she "goes t o town" lalf a loaf was better than none
Thimble—You know—sweet and
2. Place journalism in the collef e curriculum.
on
"With
Plenty
of
Money,
and
And, a f t e r all, t h a t is the only
at all.
Thimble—you know — sweet
You"
or
"You
Turned
the
Tables
attitude f o r the writer of such a
And once there was an influenza and —
on
Me";
and
if
you
h
a
v
e
n
t
heard
book to take.
Miss Allen mimic the comical song- patient who went to the hospital
Dogma—spouse of a male dog.
Sylvia Huxtable.
stress, Martha Ray, in "Mr. Paga- JO cough and remained to spray.
What happens when a boy's
Outwardly Hope college staged a glory day Wednesday to
A sure sign that spring is on the father agrees to give him |100
nini," you still have a treat in store
celebrate the winning of the MJ.A.A. basketball championship
way is the way in which f r a t pins for refraining from cheating durfor you.
and to salute the champions. But to the faculty members and
must realize by now t h a t if were being hung on the gals re- ing his college career?—He doesn't
to the seniors particularly the day had a deeper significance. "O.K.?" "O.K.!" — A complete youYoudon't
know the Ruth of the cently. Thelly Kooiker, we've no- get through.
The last several years have been difficult ones in general, but question and answer in but four swingy" voice,
friendly smile, ticed, seems to have been the latest
And now, believing that it does
nowhere were the trying circumstances more keenly felt than letters (with all due apologies to and the executivetheability
you must recipient of this kind of jewelry.
columnists' souls good to apoloin the small sectarian college which depends upon the dona- the English Department),
So there were a couple of dozen
right away,
gize once in a while, and hoping to
tions of the church members for its support. Under the lead- Every day we hear this conveni- make her acquaintance
gals that were sort of disgruntled
—
o
save t h e Anchor f r o m possible
ership of President Wichers, Hope has emerged gloriously ent phraze dozens of times; am
with the "Answer to the Co-ed's
DID
YOU
KNOW
THATlibel suits we hereby beg the partriumphant, without curtailing a single worthwhile activity. yet, have you ever paused to wonPrayer" t h a t appeared in the Andon of all those whom we have
First of all Hope's basketball crown may well herald the der a t the origin or the exact meanchor last time. A f t e r all, dahlings,
Thelly
Kooiker's
Valentine
was
"columniated"
in this feature!
dawn of a new athletic day. For years Hope teams have ing? Did you know that "O.K." was
there isn't room in our little sheet
a
Cosmos
pin?
knocked at the door of championship fame, but not until in use so early as 1790?
to mention everybody's boy-friend.
Tuesday did any hold the top berth unshared by a co-cham- Two explanations are given as to Prof. Mc Lean has a brain—in According to Droopy De Roo, the
Cleaning and Pressing
pion. Aid the new champions no doubt find the novel experi- the origin of "O.K." The first tells his closet?
theater on G l o r y Day morning
Expert Workmanship
Gertrude
and
Dody
Visscher
are
ence of looking down from the highest rung very much to us t h a t in colonial days, the bes
rained peanuts from heaven. We
not related?
their liking.
wonder if he happened to be sitting
rum and tobacco were imported
Our athletes play because they like the game. But no one from Aux Cayes, in Santo Do- Jimmy Barr studies all night and with Florence.Olert!
all kinds of
will deny that the basketball team has reflected no little glory mingo. Hereafter, the best of any- sleeps all afternoon?
I t seems to be about the time of TAILORING, ALTERATIONS,
and has brought some extremely desirable publicity to the thing came to be known as Aux Don Botsford is collecting girls' year when people a r e all talking
REPAIRING
college. When newspapers over the state print pictures of the Cayes, or as we use it today pictures?
about going home for spring vacaAt Reasonable Prices
That Hope's communists are only
clean-cut men who won the M.I.A.A. championship, and played "O.K."
sportsmanlike basketball throughout in doing it, the college However, the term did not comer pink?
That Dr. Shackson is the proud
cannot help but benefit. Then, too, nothing can so successfully
reawaken and unify the spirit of the alumni as a winning into general use until the presiden father of Rosemary Hope?
team. The hundreds of rooting alumni at the Kazoo game tial campaign of 1828, when the That Dean Dykstra belonged to
were a lusty testimonial to that fact. Alumni in Chicago, supposed illiteracy of A n d r e w the CWL?
Wishes for Hope College and The Anchor
Rochester, New York, and Paducah eagerly watched the daily Jackson became the1 sport of his That the Frater House is being
Whig opponents. A humorist of papered?
papers for scores of the Hope games.
the Succetf it Meriti * Announcement that two of the seniors have already re- that perkMi, Seba Smith, began tell- That Don Shaw and Harol(
ing the incident t h a t Jackson signed Craw develop and print their ofcn
ceived appointments' in the chemistry departments of two of his
papers "O.K.," believing them pictures?
the foremost universities of the country indicates the esteem
to form the initials of "Oil KorEddie Luidens calls Dr. Wichers
in which Hope coUege is held scholastically. In the past few
rect." This story has been some- "uncle?"
decades science graduates have been placed in a vast majority
We are proud
of the leading universities, and once a Hope man receives an what doubted following James Parton's discovery of numerous of
appointment at a certain school it happens almost invariably
To have Hope College as our neighbors
that in following yiars others will receive offers from that Jackson's documents, signed "O.R.,"
meaning "Order Recorded"; and it
school.
Much credit is due to Doctors Van Zyl and Kleinheksel, may have been these initials to Jim De Weerd, '36, and studen
who rive Hope chemistry students their basic training and which Mr. Smith gave reference. at Michigan University spent a few
who have perpetuated and enhanced the fine tradition origi- Whichever may be the case, it days on the campus recently. Jim
makers of
nated in their department by Doctor Godfrey, as well as to is true that the Democrats, in an is studying at the School of Mediattempt to deny the charge, adopted cine.
the physics, mathematics, and biology departments.
the
Particularly gratifying, also, is the fact that complete glee
letters "O.K." as a type of
Wilma Vander Wenda, '35, has
clubs, both men and women, will make a good will tour of the slogan, fastening them upon their taken a new position teaching third
grade a t Kellogsville, a suburb of
churches this spring. Debating, on the campus, has been con- party flags and banners.
TKe
second
derivation,
supported
Grand Rapids.
tinuing its progress under Professors Rolland Shackson and
Clarence De Graff. The band is staging a brilliant comeback. by Dr. Woodrow Wilson, accredits "Maggie" K o l e , '33, has been
The student council, the "Y" and Blue Key organizations, the the modem "O.K." to the Indian promoted to teaching in the EngAnchor and Milestone are all enjoying an active and successful word "okeh," meaning "So be i t " lish department of Kellogsville juAn essential branch of any proAccordingly, Wilson, as President, nior high school.
year.
gressive city's activities Is its
So Hope staged a glory day Wednesday to celebrate used it to approve and indorse We, the students of Hope ColChamber of Commerce. It Ills the
lege, wish to extend our sympathy
M.I.A.A. championship. But considering all these factors, to- legal papers.
gap between the official d t y body
gether with the continued fine work of President Wichers and Thus there are hundreds of other to Ruth Fisher, *86, in the recent
and private enterprise. It is looked
fascinating "Americanisms," a l - bereavement of her father. Ruth
me faculty, it had far deeper significance than just that
to for leadership in the promotion
though we must admit t h a t the Fisher is a teacher at Petersburg,
of commerce and industry.
knowledge concerning them is pain- Michigan.
Holland is well on the way to Infully meagre. Until the present day
dustrial recovery. Support your
Anne Frissel, '36, visited on the
the speech of the common people campus recently. Anne is doing
Chamber of Commerce and let's
has been dismissed as something to social service work, in connection
finish the job.
Dear Editor:
And, strange to say, when they be disdained, rather than studied
with the government r e l i e f proOnce upon a time, 'way back in went for their lovely walk, none of by American grammarians. This
February, 1987, there Uved a dear the children seemed to have any fact is startling in contrast to the gram in Muskegon.
old f a i r y godmother. And this won- f u n at a l l The dear old godmother practice observed in foreign counderful lady always had the best had planned the walk with too, too tries, where great importance is
interests of her children at h e a r t much care.
attached to the changing popular
ARCTIC products are cold, delicious and palaNow her children, of which there Moral:
Though Grandma dear usage.
table. Our ice cream is the quickest help-out
were five, and five step-children, would plan our day.
in a social emergency. With all we have a
were vary fond of playing basket- In every way the neatest,
ball with the children of the neigh- We hope shell heed us when we is a delicate, and not altogether
warm spot for "Hope."
32 East Eighth S t
borhood. And one fine Tuesday, at
pleasant one. The students can do
say
the end of ten long years of hard That stolen f r u i t s are sweetest.
much to provide a more congenial HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
playing, the children found t h a t
GRUMPY GRANDCHILDREN. atmosphere for the chaperones by
they were the very best basketball
treating them somewhat more ino — —
AT TOUR
players in the whole land of Miaa.
formally, and, above ail, by introGreat was the rejoicing t h e r e a t
AVE.
ducing themselves to the faculty
* * * * * * * * * * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ,
So the f a i r y godmother said, "Now,
chaperones. A professor and his
my dear chUdren, I have a lovely
The sudden rise to popularity of wife who chaperoned a party a few
m
surprise f o r yon. If you
the Etiquette Club it an indication weeks ago were introduced to only x x p c i ^ J e w a e r
to be good little boys and
that students on the campus are two students all evening. Only
6 East Sch St. ? Phon«
eager to learn and to observe all few of the students present had
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
a nne party
our
the niceties of social life. For this ever taken courses f r o m the provCiiTvT. •
won."
he was unacquaint
a suggestion as t o a situaQuality
His wife, n a t u r a l l y
which the Student body in
go for a nice walk
has shown
V.A'.- • ^ '
S&. I
lu .-hi.
m
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dizzy derivatives
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lAlumnisms

BAKER FURNITURE FACTORIES, inc.
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Let the Sparks Fly

A R C T I C - P I C T U R E S COLD

H.R. DOESBURG
Druggist

A R C T I C ICE C R E A M CO.

Party Etiquette

PETER A. SELLES
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LIFE - LINES
By Mary Jane Vaupell.
Sibylline members d i p p e d the
"old oaken bucket" into the paat
and drew out a stream of remembrances last Friday evening. Before using the dipper, community
singing "welled" forth under the
direction of Jeanette Douma.
History of the Sibyllines leaked
out as Mable Vaugn pulled the
rope which brought to earth the
first paper from the deep. The
next ripple in the bucket quenched
all thirst for humor when "Hiawatha's Childhood" was swallowed
by Laura Van Kiey. A taste of
"Dead Balls" escaped the lips of
Jeanette Douma, a f t e r which J a n e
Zeeh's vivacity at t h e keyboard
drowned out the watery grave of
the archives. " M a d n e s s in the
Dark" by Laura Van Kley wrung
out the last dip from the bucket.
Music on a large scale served
as the Dorian theme of last week's
meeting. Prelude to the program
came when live of the members
"played" o r g a n with Katherine
Stronks as the man at the keys.
The quintette of notes consisted of
Marjory Van Westenberg, Agatha
Wagner, Beth Michmerhuizen, Dorothy Strabbing and Marjory Vyverberg. Folks songs of America
were presented to the group by
Ruth Stegeman. A musical skit
in which Marjory Van Westenberg,
Dorothy Strabbing, Ruth Stegeman
and Belli Michmerhuizen participated concluded the entire score.

Vander Werf and
in Graduate Work
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Alethean members took a spring
cruise upon their private steamer
last Friday evening. The chapel
of the ship consisted of the devotions, which were led by Nelva
Zandbergen. A brief history of Alethea combined with modern shore
reports
featured
the
"Ship's
Logue," by Jean McNeil. "Over the
Waves" the strains of Florence
Meenge's music rolled as she favored the sorority with a piano solo
Edith Smith related tales told on
board the ship, a f t e r which Alice
McClay and Florence Meenges
floa^e^ by with "Dreamboat,"
ifiano duet. A humor paper entitled "Seasickness"
was read
by Margaret Laman. The members
were forced to go ashore when
skit of shipwreck was presented by
Ruth Mepplink and Margaret La
man.

CLARENCE VELTMAN
with inorganic chemist Henderson,
in writing high school and college
text books, and Physical Chemist
France, and others.

cetball technique Bill Poppink ran
across the line w h i c h won the
prize.
Addison b o y s h e l d a regular
meeting last week Friday night.
Community singing introduced the
)rogram with Cornelius Grounewoud at the k e y s and William
Nickle as chorister. A paper on
John Westly was read by Westly
Kraai. Popular songs grouped as
medley were presented on the
piano by Cornelius Grounewoud.
Sidney Havinga gave a serious paper on "Business Etiquette." A
brief business meeting was held.

Girls of Sibylline have scheduled
a Saint Patrick's Day party to be
held a t the home of Lydia Gebbens.
Knickerbocker brothers and the
Sibyllines are dated up to hold a
joint meeting tomorrow evening
after the Etiquette Club.

Knickerbocker brothers held
brief meeting in this house after
they returned f r o m the Winslow
studio, where the group's picture
was snapped for the Milestone last
Friday evening. Herbert French
read a humor paper, after which
Donald Shaw informed the
b e n how to appreciate music. A
business m e e t i n g adjourned the
gathering

The p r i z e winning lie of Bill
Poppink is here at last! Bill claims
that he is responsible for the
World War because it all started
when he tried to catch a whale
He declared that, while fishing in
Lake Ontario, the whale was
hooked and, a f t e r running so f a r
that the lake froze over before its
return, it landed on a flat car upon
shore.
"The car rolled on to New York
city and was halted so suddenly
by bumpers at the dock there that
the whale sailed across the Atlan
tic and caused the young Slav to
pull the trigger that killed Ferdi
nand in Serejavo, and started the
war. tt

NICK DYKEMA
The Tailor

S U I T S - 123.50 up

Veltman has accepted an appointment at Washington U. where
he will be able to go as f a r as a

League Group Will Give
Drama at Bethel Church
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College,
Hope's sister school in Pella, Iowa,
will be on Hope's campus tomorrow
to meet representatives f r o m the
men's and women's debate squads.
Five representatives a r e being
sent from C e n t r a l , two debate
teams and a coach. Both a men's
team and women's team is coming.
A f t e r the debates the speakers will
be entertained, the ladies at Vorhees Hall and the men at the Fraternal House.

Detroit Tech Debaters
Guests of Hope Squad
On February 19 two teams of
debaters from Detroit Institute of
Technology visited Hope. At twothirty they engaged in a round of
debates with t w o H o p e men's
teams. An affimative team of
Peter Karapetian and Ben Kaminker met Harrington and Te Paske
on the usual wages and hours question. Their other team, also affirmative, met Stewart and Van
Liere. The Tech debaters were accompanied by their coach, Mr. Mollema.

NO FADING
SANITATION

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

BAND BOX

WABEKE BROS.

Safe Odorless Dry Cleaning
MODEL LAUNDRY, Inc.
97—99 East Eighth Street
Holland, Mich.

Phone 3625

We Arc Proud of

HOPE COLLEGE
and wish for it only continued success. As in
the past, may its influence for good become
great with the passing years. _
HOLLAND STATE
HoDand, Mich.

.•k

BANK

MARY JANE COFFEE SHOP
THE NICER THINGS TO EAT

K e e f e r s R e s t a u r a n t

Phone 9162

186 River Ave.

HERE
WE ARE
GIRLS..

Serves You Twenty-four Hours a Day
Prompt Service

"Just Wonderful Food at Wonderful Prices*

Special 25c Dinners
59 East 8th St. Former Humpty Dumpty Bldg. Holland

Just loaded to the brim with sparkling new
spring suits, coats, dresses and accessories.
When down town an afternoon stop
in and see, them.

THE IDEAL D R Y CLEANERS
T A # Hons* • /

Service"

Cleaning and Steam Pressing
Phone 246) — We Call for and Deliver

French Cloak Store

CORNER COLLEGE AVE. sod CTH ST.

HOLLAND

FOR —

Photo Finishing and Printing
-GOTO-

D U

S A A R

The De Free Co.

.t.

9

Makers of Fine Toilet PrepaFatfons and

S

EIGHTH STREET

Package Medicines

"Nurse Brand Products"

WARM FRIEND TAVERN
a Holland Institution
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APPAREL

19/2 WEST tTH STREET

VADPELL'S
MEN'S SHOP
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With the field cleared for action,
no traffic or other handicaps, five
minutes was still not quite enough
time f o r this reporter to arrive at
his destination easily. O n e has
only to witness the n u m b e r of
panting students who charge into
class just under the deadline to
realize that some change will be
welcomed. To walk through the
halls of Hope while classes are
in process of being changed is a
day's work in itself. There are
some students who aren't in any
mrry whatever and don't seem to
CALVIN VANDER WERF
care whether or not you are, and
on the other hand there are those
master's degree.
Leland Beach, who are in such a hurry it's just
Hope '34, will receive his master's as well to step aside and let these
degree in Chemistry in the spring human comets pass.
from Washington.
Both men have received stipends
sufficient to provide for their exPROTECTION
penses with a probability of an
FOR YOUR
increase in the second year.

NEWS SERVICE
Tonight the Christian Workers'
Magazines, Dailies, Comics,
^eague will present a missionary
play in the Bethel Reformed church
Your Patronage Appreciated.
of this city. The play, which bears
the title, "Brother India," has al- Send in a card to 88 W. 19th S t
ready been presented in Home City for your aubscriptions.
Acres Reformed church, Grand Ra- We put the "Serve" in "Service"
pids; Corinth Reformed church, and
Jethany Reformed church, Grand
Rapids. The cast is composed of
Ben Versteeg as Dr. Foster; MilHavt Your Eyes Examined
dred Vanden Bos as head nurse;
•lenry Bovendam as a Hindu, and
Brilliant Socialites:
Orville Hine as his twin brother, a
W. R. STEVENSON
Sibylline m e m b e r s prepared a Christian. Music at these programs
Optonttrist
sunshine basket f o r Virginia Fre- is furnished in the form of vocal
24 EAST ITH STREET
ligh before she left for home!
solos by Albert Shiphordt Alice
Hesselink is in charge.
4t East Itk Strctc
It is rumored that the Addison
fraternity is already making plans
for their spring party . . .

Sorosites held a town hall gath
ered last week F r i d a y in their
room at Vorhees. Lois De Vries
disguised as Parson Brown, opene<
the meeting by leading the group
in devotions. Ruth Allen, the "hey"
girl from the farm, did exceptionally good work. "The Three Patrons" featured a trio of real life
portrayals from this year's crop of
college scenes. Products of this
number planted in the minds of the
audience a necessity for the Jeane
Shoppe, the Tulip, and the Blue
Key Book S t o r e . Salesmen who
handled the topics were F a y Tenninga, B e t t y Van Putten, June
Pomp, Lorraine Pomp, and Barbara Lampen. Freuna Douwstra
favored the old fashioned community meet with a medly of modern
immitations on the p i a n o . The
Town Hall adjourned a f t e r the
specUtors had participated in a
game of college qoeationnaires. AlRaffenaud s t r u t t e d a s the
high cock of the roost in this game,
and walked out of the meeting with
the prise.

'

Recently this Hopeite haa given
careful consideration to the problem of passing b e t w e e n classes.
Even though Hope is quite in the
running during track season, i t Is
an arduous task f o r the layman to
make the run from third floor of
Van Raalte to s e c o n d floor of
Graves Hall on schedule.

Hope's chemistry department haa1
already placed two of its seniors
in graduate schools. Senior Calvin
Vander Werf, valedictorian, student council president, and Clarence Veltman, salutatorian, have
received assistantships from Ohio
State university and Washington
university at St. Louis respectively.
Vanderwerf, w h o h a s had a
straight A record since he stopped^
taking music in junior high, re-"
ceived an appointment from Ohio
State in less than 48 hours after
mailing his application. He is carrying on a Hope tradition which
las sent several men to Ohio in
former years, a m o n g whom are
derle Rigterink and James Wiegerink who are candidates to receive doctorate d e g re e s in the
spring.
Among the prominent m e n in
Ohio State are Organic Chemist
Svans, (head of the department),
and McPherson, who collaborates

i

ON
HIS

Both Men Carry on
Tradition of Scholar
ship;Other H o p e M
Receive Honor

Delphi girls held a tea in their
room last Friday afternoon a t 4
o'clock. Margaret Lemke was in
charge of the social. A brief business meeting was held.
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REGARD HOPE BASKET SEASON
AS BEST IN SCHOOL HISTORY

SPORTING JOTS

HOPE SPONSORS CAGE TOURNEY
FOR HIGH SCHOOLS
THIS WEEK
1

•BY BOB WISHMEIERThe Class "A" district high school basketball tournament which Hope
The varsity men and 13 freshmen have letters to prove they were
The M. I. A. A. basketball sea- ly take a g u a r d with Crafton
college has sponsored in the armory at Holland for the past two years
a p a r t of the two aggregations that have just given Hope its belt
son, and H o p e ' s championship Thomas, Olivet senior . . . Marcus
will
lie substituted by Class "B," "C" and "D" tourneys this year.
season in basketball it has ever had.
is a scorer, and Thomas is usesuits
have
been
put
with
the
moth
Hope's defeat of Kalamazoo on the Hornet floor on Feb. 23 gave Hope
The tournament begins here this Friday, with the Class "C" semia record of winning: 9 of 10 games during the M.LA.A. season. Hope's balls . . . Now coaches and experts ful to feed the ball to teammates finals being played on Friday nights. The winners and the Class "D"
will be getting together to honor . . . Of this second team, we feel
record in all games is fully as good.
and "B" finals will be played on Saturday night.
The largest crowd that has ever followed a Hope team boarded three five boys on a mythical honor team that only Warren and Rizzardi
busses and a fleet of private cars to watch Hope trail the Hornets for all . . . If we were to pick such a will be ruled unanimously out of
The tourney is being sponsored
by
Hope college through the athbiit 37 seconds in the ball game.
five here, we'd have reasons for first team consideration by Novak
The Kalamazoo team played over
letic association. It is part of the
doing so, but couldn't guarantee and Poppink . . .
its head in leading Hope easily at
Michigan state tournament for
Reflecting u p o n H o p e ' s first
that our opinion would coincide
the half, and maintaining a margin
schools of all classes, the finals of
with the consensus of Coach's . . . championship in a major sport . . .
o^er Poppink's repeated assaults
which will be played late in March
at the hoop. Finally, Nienhuis tied
at Grand Rapids.
Ed Novak, for the past three In 1933-34, Hope tied Alma for
it up at 25 all, and Marcus supthe
title
by
eliminating
KalamaHolland Christian and Zeeland
years Olivet's mainstay, would be
On Hope's track team does the
plied the points to win, 28-25.
the choice of this department to zoo here in a game similar to the possibility of possession of the all- will meet in a great rivalry in the
The day following the win, Bill
first round of the tournament, acretain his position as M. 1. A. A. Hope-Hornet game last week . . . sports trophy rest this year, and
Poppink was named by his mates as
cording to the drawing made last
Hope's freshman basket ball
honorary leader of the champion- team is regarded today as the myth- center . . . His scoring cannot be In that game, Fred Weiss, now for another season. Coach Jack Saturday morning. Hudsonville and
ship outfit. Harold Nienhuis was ical collegiate freshmen champions denied . . . Hope's leader. Bill Pop- coach at H o 1 la n d high school, Schouten is faced with the task of Wayland are the other two Class
voted the member with the best of Michigan. Playing a six-game pink, would play a forward on our scored a winning basket, for Kala- building a team around four or "C" schools involved.
five men.
spirits
Class "D" games will start the
schedule, the yearlings dropped but five, because he can't be omitted mazoo, from the jump circle . . .
Hope,
in
the
past
several
years
Lettermen were Bill Poppink, one game, while accomplishing from any honor selections . . . It was disallowed because of steps.
program on Saturday night, and a
has had good men in several
John Robbert and Harold Nienhuis, what has not been done here for
team from Fruitport will take on
Don Spalsbury, although a sopho- . . . In that game Weiss had three events, but a poorly balanced squad
seniors. Don Thomas was the only many years, they beat Western
Saugatuck in that game. The winmore at Kalamazoo, l o o k s good buckets disallowed in the same way defeats its purpose.
junior, while Joe Borgman, Paul State.
ners of the two Class "C" games
Returning veterans who will com- will play the second test of Saturfor the o t h e r forward, being . . . The year before Hope's tie, the
Boyink, Bob Marcus, Bill De Groot,
The local freshmen succumbed
Ed Heneveld and Bob Vanden Berg to the Holland Furnace Independ- pushed gently by Thomas of Hope Hingamen eliminated Olivet but pete in the M.LA.A. indoor meet day, and Allegan will vie with
were sophomores. Art MacGilvera ent team here in a preliminary . . . One guard goes to John Rob- failed to eliminate Alma . . . Alma at Hillsdale this month are Ek Grandville in the Class "B" tussle.
was awarded a blanket with a serv- game, but it was the only game bert of Hope, because he is a senior won the title, Olivet was second, Buys, shot; Don Martin, dashes;
Winners, of the sections here, will
Chink Robbert, dashes; Hugh De compete in a regional tournament
and
Hope
finished
third
.
.
.
In
ice stripe. , .
this season in which the two tall bulwark of the Hope machine . . .
Pree, middle distance; and Harold the following week-end.
The freshmen numerals w e r e boys. Brat and Brannock, did not For the other guard. Bob Marcus 1934-35, Hope was third again . . .
Van Domelen, javelin and low hurof Hope, Grafton Thomas of Olivet Hillsdale beat Albion in the final
awarded to Ray Brat, Lee Bran- together score 30 points.
The tournament is put on, by the
game of the season, and again in dles.
and
Jimmy
Rouman
of
Albion
are
nock, Ken Honholt, Ade Slikkers,
school
authorities, to swell the athThis pair led the Hope frosh to
Clay Tellman, middle distance etic fund. The Class "C" tournaRay Lokers, Jack Lokker, Don Pop- one of the best hardwood seasons equal . . . We do honor to Jimmy a playoff to win the title . . . Alpen, Clarence Klaver, Jay Van Ho- a Hope team has had. They were Rouman, for he was the spark bion won the crown from Olivet runner, was lost to the squad when ment which has the rivalry beven, Carl Marcus, Dick Allen, Har- aided by the capable ballhandling plug of Albion's "remnant of cham- in a play off last year, and hope he matriculated at Michigan this tween Christian and Zeeland, was
fall. Lou Northouse, shot put and
mon Wierenga and Howard Becks- of Slikkers, Honholt and Lokers. pions," which upset the M. 1. A. A. once more finished third . . .
obtained this year because it will
discus man, is ineligible. Hop and
The
thing
about
Hope's
defeat
apple
cart
twice
for
deciding
facfort.
be a better 'crowd drawer than the
Brannock, coming from Benton
Elenbaas are the only members of
tors
in
the
race
.
.
.
of
Kalamazoo
that
warmed
the
Class "A" tournament was in the
Hope's record is marked with Harbor high school, and Brat, a
the freshmen team out for pracBecause
there
is
so
little
to
heart
fans
at
Hope
was
that
Alpast few years.
both high and low ebbs. Starting former Christian and Hope high
tice now.
choose
from
those
placed
and
those
bion
had
a
chance
to
catch
the
Officials for the games have been
slowly, the locals lost 55-19 to boy, look to be two of the best
Two men may swell Hope's named by Director of State High
left
off,
this
department
would
Hornets
for
a
third
place
tie
Western State with very little prac- prospects Hope has had in several
chances. Fred Japinga should be School Athletics, Forsythe. Stuart
tice. They beat Ferris, Muskegon years. With Honholt, they will give name a second team . . . Bob War- Such a tie would give Kalamazoo
ren of Kalamazoo is a coming boy only 5 points rather than 6 in the able to pick up several points in Boyink of Grand Haven and John
Junior and Michigan Normal be- varsity men a bit of trouble about
whose basketball playing stood out all sports trophy r a c e . . . The the discus, while Bob Marcus will Bos of Grand Rapids will be the
fore going into the M.LA.A. sched- positions next season.
. . . He would be our second team
make another good dash man and officials.
ule.
During the season, this gang aid- center . . . At the forwards, Don points will be valuable next spring
a
membsr of the relay team.
. . . Hope should take a first in
Once in the loop race, Hope fal- ed by Poppen, Klaver, Van Hoven, Thomas at Hope would rate first,
Martin and Robbert can assure
golf; Kalamazoo a third . . . Kalatered only once. In the second game, Marcus, Allen, Wierenga, Becks- and we would move A1 Rizzardi
mazoo looks good for a first in first and seconds in the 100 and
Hope lost an overtime to Olivet on fort and Lokker, beat Kalamazoo of Hillsdale from guard to fortennis; Hope a t h i r d . . . Once 220, but will receive close comthe Comets' floor. With the excep- twice, lost to the Holland Furnace,
ward for the second choice . . . more the race will be decided in petition from Howard, a Kalamation of this and the game at Kala- whipped the Fraternal and CosBob Marcus, Hope sophomore ace, the a n n u a l M. 1. A. A. track zoo sophomore.
mazoo, Hope won every other game mopolitan teams ,and downed WestBuys is the best in the shot putwhile missing 2 games, would easi- meet. . . .
em State.
by at least 11 points.
ting field, but Hope will miss the
The climax of the M.LA.A. seaG. Batemat Mgr
second place points contributed by
son was reached when Hope won
Northouse last season.
from Olivet here, 43-31. A highlight
Japinga may be able to pick up
of the entire season was Hope's
first
place points in the discus this
win over Michigan State, 25-21.
spring,
and De Pree is good for a
J. ARENOSHORST
The win over Olivet gave Hope
v.
Vv.
•KM. i m n
vXv;
first
in
the
440
and
880
is
he
is
uiumn
a percentage lead in the circuit
UN
pressed. He won the 880 at the M.
race, and on the night that Olivet
LA.A. meet last spring.
might have tied once more, Albion
At the best, with veterans, Hope
beat the Comets in the biggest upcan
pick up but 6 firsts and two
set of the year. Hope then went on
Highest Quality
or
three
seconds in most meets. The
to win over Kalamazoo in a hard
problem is easily seen, for Hope
fought battle for the first undis* Groceries and Meats
must find some balance material
puted M . I . A . A . championship
for the cinder squad this season.
Molenaar & De Goede
awarded in four years.

Frosh Five Has
An Enviable
Record

Thinclad Team
In Need Of
Balance

For RecreationBowl at

Lievense Bowling Alley

These Are The Lads Who Won The Day

m

The record crowd of the season
was packed in the Holland armory
for the Olivet game. Over 1380
persons saw the game, and 1200
were refused admittance. ,
Extra publicity was offered Hope
when Bob Marcus was given leave
for cage contests with Albion, Kalamazoo, Hillsdale and Albion here.
The season's results:
Hope Oppon.
Western State
19
55
Muskegon J r
40
14
Ferris
43
33
Michigan Normal
27
23
Ferris
33
19
Hillsdale
40 (
20
Olivet (overtime)
29
31
Alma
36
25
Albion
51
36
Top row, left to right: Coach ink, Art MacGilvera and Manager
Kalamazoo
39
28
Bud Hinga, Joe Borgman, Ed Hen- Jack Burkett.
Michigan State
25
21
Row seated:—left to right: Hareveld, Bob Vanden Berg, Paul BoyOlivet
43 .
31
Michigan Normal
22
30
Hillsdale
56
23
Alma
38
22
Try Our Line of Delicious
Albion
39
22
Baked Goods.
Kalamazoo
28
25
Phone 2542
We Deliver
608
458
"Hope's Pastry Center"

COME IN
and see oul* line of GLOBE underwear and
the new Tummy-ins for that new dress.

'J

French Pastry Shop

BOVEN DRY GOODS CO.
Central Square

A Full Line of

Spring Hats
JUST IN
old Nienhuis, John ("Chink") Robbert, Bob Marcus, Capt. Bill Poppink, Don Thomas and Bill De
Groot.

CLOSING-OUT
*eSS88SSS8S888&8S8888aSS8SS888S@8@88S8S

PECK'S Cut-Rate DRUGS

Hope Coilcse Seal Jewelry

The Senior Class of Holland High

1/2 PRICE

The

Book

Nook

the four act comedy

"A Tailor-Made Man
March 15,16,17,18
H. H. S. AUDITORIUM
Doors Open at 7:15 o'clock
ADMISSION 35c

Vanderlinde & Visser
50 East 8th Street

of all

presents

$1.95 and up

NEW SPRING HATS
now on display
Many N e w Styles and Shades to Select from

$2.95

13.50

UM

$3.00

P. S. Boter & Co.

Phone 9131

"Where Collegians Meet*1

"Meet at Peck's for"
• JUMBO
SODAS
(Plain or Frosted)

10c
Toiletries,
Dentifrices, and
ALL LADIES'
NEEDS
Nationally Advertised and at the
Lowest Price

"Meet at Peck's for*
BANANA
SPLIT
(Any Flavor)

15c

PECK'S
famous
MALTED MILKS
(with Wafers)

15c
Peach Delite
Peach Ice Cream
Sliced Peaches
Topping. Try to
beat this tiear.

10c
HERE'S ONB!
We'll give you a
running start!
"JACK RABBIT
SUNDAE"

10c

Phone 2625
"Meet at Peck's for*
HOT FUDGE
SUNDAE
(Johnsoiis')

10c
Shaving Needs.
Tonics and All Men'

Tonics and
ALL MEN'S
NEEDS
Nationally Advertised and at the
Lowest Price
"Meet at Peck's for*

Nestle's
HOT CHOCOLATE
with Milk!
(with Wafers)

10c

